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•  To create strong, aesthetic design and page layouts that influence the  
     consumers’ interests and needs.

2004 – Present • Catalog Designer/Photostylist •Walter Drake • Colorado Springs, CO
2000 – 2001 • Catalog Designer/Photostylist • Current • Colorado Springs, CO
1988 – 1996 • Lettering Artist/Manager • Current • Colorado Springs, CO
1974 – 1988 • Lettering Artist • American Greetings • Cleveland, OH

Excellent knowledge of the Macintosh computer and OSX including Adobe Photo-
shop, Indesign, Illustrator, and DreamWeaver and QuarkExpress. 

Years of experience in this market. This allows me comprehend the direction and 
be responsible to meet the schedule deadlines with accurate productivity.

I have 5 years experience with photostyling which has allowed me to comprehend 
what is needed to correct photos such as improving highlights, shadows and  
other adjustments.  

At the age of 18, I was hired at American Greetings in the lettering department.  
I trained with experts and professionals while pursuing an associates degree at 
Cuyahoga Community College.

In 1988, I accepted a lettering position at Current in Colorado Springs and eventu-
ally became the lettering manager of four lettering artists in the art department.

I began freelancing in 1996 with many different companies such as Leanin Tree, 
Bereavement Magazine, Best To You catalog, as a graphic designer and enhanced my 
design and computer skills while attending Pikes Peak Community College.

I accepted a catalog designer and photostylist position at Current in 2000 focusing 
on new looks and test catalogs.

In 2001, my husband and I started our own business called Myers Design  Group. 
This experience has kept me self motivated and I continue to learn and grow as the 
industry changes.

In 2004, I accepted a position at Walter Drake as a catalog designer, creating new 
layouts, design and photostyling.




